
First,
a High Quality,

Desktop Cold
Sputter/Etch

.System.

Guaranteed
Next Day
Shipment.

wrder Demon's sLandard Desk II System by noon
today and get guaranteed shipment tomorrow
or Denton pays the freight.

The Desk II produces uniform, conductive, fine
grain Au/AuPd coatings in under three minutes
and is the highest quality desktop system available.

The Desk II features:
• Automatic or manual operation
• Easy to read digital vacuum and current gauges
• Optional carbon evaporation acxessory

Tor more information, look no further than
Denton... where both Quality and Delivery
invite comparison.

DENTON
VACUUM

• Txrr1
INC.

1259 North Church St.
Moorestown, NJ 08057 USA
Tel: (609) 439-9100
FAX: (609} 439-9111

MADE IN AMERICA

Next day shipment must: be requested at time of order.

Decades of Experience In EM Specimen Prep Equipment
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In Praise Of The Hour
Al Soeldner, Oregon State University

Years ago electron microscopes usually had an hour meter as a standard

part of the instrument Unfortunately hour meters have been eliminated from

many modern scapes and are not even readily available as an option from most

microscope manufacturers.

An hour meter is a very useful device. Every microscope I've owned or

supervised has had an hour meter that was factory installed, added by helpful

field service persons, or that I installed myself. Few of us would enthusiastically

buy a car without an odometer, why should we want an electron microscope

without an hour meter?

If supplying an hour meter on an electron microscope costs too much in

production time or money, certainly it would take only minimal effort at the de-

sign stage to plan a connection point or plug to operate a clock as an ancillary

part of an appropriate circuit. The actual meter and connective wiring could be

sold as an option. I'd gladly pay a third to a half kilodoilars for this small utility

on my electron microscopes.

Why is an hour meter so handy? First, in managing a service which pays

maintenance contract and related operating costs from beam hour charges in-

voiced to instrument users, an hour meter is the only accurate, impartial way to

track consumed time for billing purposes. But beyond being a convenient

mechanism on which to base charges, an hour meter is a powerful asset in

other kinds of management and documentation situations.

When training operators an hour meter allows an instructor to accurately

monitor instrument usage for both instructional and student practice needs. It

is then possible to quantify more precisely the impact of instructional programs

on research or other primary use activity, predict times needed for different

sorts of instruction, evaluate average times required by students to master vari-

ous procedures, and make more definitive scheduling arrangements.

For potential clients who are preparing work proposals, estimating time

(and hence, microscope and labor charges) required for various kinds of pro-

jects - studies requiring simple imaging, EBIC images, microdiffraction, or ele-

ment distribution maps, for example - is much more realistic when documenta-

tion of actual beam hour consumption by similar work can be used to refine an

educated guess or other imprecise assumption.

Company owners, agency administrators, supervisors, and operations

managers often need factual data, backed by solid documentation, about things

like instrument use by individuals, groups, departments, or projects, time alloca-

tions relative to specified kinds of activities, operating times between failures,

or the expected service life on an instrument or component part. An instru-

ment's hour meter in combination with the instrument log book, service log, and

work sheet records provide the accurate information base and solid documenta-

tion necessary to answer those questions. An hour meter is the only means by

with information of the is type may be accurately and definitively quantified.

Viewed in terms of justifying financial or political support for new, sustained, or

reduced equipment acquisitions, staffing ieveis andtor laboratory operations,

documentation based on a trustworthy and impartial standard such as an hour

meter is of extraordinarily high value.

An hour meter is also essential for maintenance and performance assur-

ance purposes. Accurately measuring the time used for, and time elapsed

since service and\or performance check and calibration procedures is an ideal

way to track performance and schedule appropriate or consistent tune-up inter-

vals. An hour meter allows both the exact and average hours of operation on

critical components like filaments, scintillators, phosphor screens, CRTs, and

apertures to be precisely quantified. Having an objective way to measure mean

operating time between failures or specific type of malfunctions is helpful in

troubleshooting, evaluating progress toward solid repairs, predicting when pre-

ventative action might be taken most effectively, or in the determination of a

legal aspect of a warranty or maintenance agreement.

An hour meter on an electron microscope serves much the same function

as the odometer on a car. Both are tools which let us precisely measure use,

monitor operating characteristics relative to use, schedule appropriate and

timely maintenance, provide a basis for accurate records, and impartially quan-

tify use when there may be a legal purpose to do so. An hour meter, anyone?
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When you hear about
SEM resolution,you'd better

consider the source.
And there's no doubt the best source

for high-resolution imaging is Hitachi's
cold field emission (CFE)
electron source—the one in
our new S-4500 SEM.What's
shown above, in fact, is the
single-crystal tungsten tip
that forms our CFE source.

But, beyond making a
pretty picture, our CFE
source delivers distinct advantages.
Like brightness far superior to ordinary
thermionic sources. Brightness that
comes with a smaller source diameter.
A smaller energy spread. And a much
longer service life.

More. We've coupled our CFE
source with a new objective lens and

dual secondary electron detectors. So
yrou get higher resolution imaging—at

lower operating voltages.
Further, the S-4500s high
current density and high
x-ray take-off angle mean
superior x-ray capabilities.
And you'll have repeatable
performance and easy oper-
ation as well; alignment,

aperture control and operating condition
memory—like other key functions—
are fully computerized.

Oh, yes. You can get an S-4500
thai accommodates specimens up to
six inches across. So, in addition to use
in materials, biology and physical sci-
ences, it's ideal lor IC wafer inspection,

LOO. Which is one more reason why
you'll find more than 700 of our Series
4000 FE SEMs in the field today

Better ask us for a demonstration.
Because, lor high-resolution imaging, the
S-4500 from Hitachi proves again Lhat
SEM sources just don't get any better.

HITACHI
SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS
Nissei Sangyo America, Ltd.
755 Ravendale Drive
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 969-1100

25 West Watkins Mill Road
Gaithersburg, MD 20878
(301)840-1650
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